THE KINGDOM OF DENMARK
THE JOINT ARCTIC COMMAND IS THE DANISH OPERATIONAL THEATER COMMAND FOR THE GREENLAND AND FAROE ISLANDS AREAS
AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY

- THULE AIR BASE
- STATION NORD
- DANEBOG
- MESTERSVIG
- KANGERLUSSUAQ
- NUUK
- GRØNnedal
- Tórshavn

JACO Locations
Characteristics for operations in the Kingdom of Denmark - Arctic region

General take aways:

- Extreme remoteness
- Limited or no infrastructure and population
- Extreme distances
- Extreme weather

Self-sufficiency:
Logistics, planning and preparation is of paramount importance
Focus on

- Surveillance (SAT, Air, Ship)
- Maritime Units
- Air Units
- Small land units (Arctic SOF)
- Own infrastructure
TASKS

Military:
• Military defence of Greenland and Faroe Islands
• Surveillance and maintenance of territorial sovereignty

Coast guard:
• Anti-pollution and oil spill recovery
• Fishery protection and inspection

Search and Rescue (SAR):
• Joint Rescue Coordination Centre (JRCC Greenland) (Air and Maritime)

Additional:
• Establish voluntary organization in Greenland (“Maritime Home Guard”, “Rangers”)
• Disaster response
• Police support
• Science support
• Hydrographical surveys of Greenland
• Support to local communities
JOINT OPERATIONS CENTRE
MARITIME DOMAIN AWARENESS
ICEBREAKING
THETIS CLASS
KNUD RASMUSSEN CLASS
AIR DEFENCE FRIGATES
CL-604 CHALLENGER
HERCULES C-130J
MH-60R SEAHAWK
SIRIUS SLEDGE PATROL
AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY
SIRIUS RESERVE
Thank you – any questions?